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The recent rains have now filled the lake to slightly over capacity. As you know, we have been 

planning for this possibility since the beginning of the year. As such, we have been encouraging 

members to make sure their boats and trailers are properly marked and able to be moved if the 

need arises.  

The LCRA has opened flood gates at both Mansfield and Tom Miller dams for a scheduled 48 

hours this week. This should bring the water level down to the full stage by the end of the 

week. The water has come up over the point some but should recede with this release 

downstream. We are monitoring the level and are discouraging members  in moving their boats 

or trailers to alternate locations within the club grounds. 

We appreciate the response to the recent letters that have been sent out regarding the proper 

marking of trailers and fixing of flat tires etc. In the event that more rain might make moving 

boats a reality this will be of help in getting this done.  

If you have not labeled your trailer on both sides by May 1 it will be done with the cost showing 

up on the next billing cycle. If your stored boat will not roll…we will go to the next one. 

The new rails have been installed on the new stairs with some final tweaking and dock 

arranging to be done over the next week or so. Hopefully the weather will give us a break and 

we can all look forward to a smoother ride up and down to the dock. I appreciate everyone’s 

patience with this improvement project. 

The South Cove launch ramp dock improvements have been working well and will hopefully 

speed launching and recovery while taking some load off the North ramp on peak race days. 

We are working on anchor improvements on Junior Pavilion, as well as scheduled board boat 

dock replacements.  

Fair Winds 

Joe Roddy 
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